Finally, in Gatewatching: Collaborative Online News Production, Axel Bruns compares what is happening online to journalism 'gatekeeping' -the news selection process that Bruns posits is being altered because of online technology. Bruns coins the term 'gatewatching' to describe the collaborative, open-source news publishing that could replace this traditional role for journalists.
Let us first take up Online News and the Public, as it is the most straightforward of the three. Ten research projects -surveys and content analyses -document online news sites and features, as well as the public's use of web journalism. Right now, online news habits, trends and bias seem to be reflecting old-world journalism. Yet editors are taking advantage of the internet's technological attributes of interactivity and multimedia in a way that is changing the shape of news. News websites -from the New York Times to online-only newcomers Salon and Slate -have become a social force already with agenda-setting capabilities. 'Zippergate' (the Clinton-Lewinsky affair) and the September 11 terrorist attacks hinted at the impact that the internet would have on journalism. Such events have given rise to citizen weblogs, for example, and have demonstrated audiences' tendency to swarm online during high-drama news events. But for the technology to be used to its greatest democratic potential, online news sites must contain more original editorial content, better opportunities for reader interactivity and more profitable business models. Right now, web publishers have yet to unleash fully the powers of the internet in such a way that enhances user gratification, improves perceptions of media credibility and otherwise assures a viable internet journalism.
Terms such as 'interactivity', which have been bandied about in the field for some time, are defined simply and logically within these pages. For example, interactivity is operationalized as audience members 'doing something' with the content online (p. 133). Time and space -essential concepts for this particular world -are central themes as well. These concepts are taken up on a very practical level (resources, physical place, deadlines) as opposed to more philosophical understandings of the terms (temporality and spatial realms). For example, in their chapter on 'Online News Credibility', Rasha A. Abdulla and colleagues consider how the immediacy and timeliness of a news item have taken on new dimensions of importance in the consideration of the credibility of a news publication, according to the study's national sampling. Many of the research findings confirm that online news use has grown exponentially, that the average user tends to be middle-aged with access to computers at home and that familiar brand names remain big draws for people. News site models can be categorized into 24-hour continuous feeds, community bulletin board sites, supplementary news and exclusive news sites. However, the existing models need to become somewhat more radical and offer innovative (and moneymaking) alternatives for the new medium. Nevertheless, online technology allows for extensive archiving, searching, discussing, sharing and linking that transform the journalistic beast into a whole new animal. The case studies ranging from the Boston Globe to Slate drive this point home in this collection.
One unintended consequence of the web, suggest Cassandra Imfield and Glenn W. Scott, has been the cybercommunity. Inadvertently, the online versions of newspapers are offering a space for community-building within message boards and unedited reader forums. This combination qualitative/ quantitative study involved 47 newspaper online news sites' structures and their inclusion of interactive features. Other chapters in the book include an overview of the legal implications of the web, third-person perceptions of fear according to different media channels, the uses and gratifications of offline and online news and chatroom rationales by users. Although fascinating, a chapter on Arabic-language message boards seems out of place in the book. Its conclusions about Arab opinions on Americans have little to do with the medium-level attributes of the web and more to do with a cultural finding about political perceptions. On the other hand, such a study does provide a specific, in-depth case of how internet message boards are creating a new research world.
Most impressive about this collection is the exhaustive research undertaken in these studies, which ranges from longitudinal surveys to descriptive content analyses. Most of the studies build from tried-and-true social science methodology in examining the internet, whose ephemeral nature and anonymous audience make for a challenging research sample, to say the least. The huge samples enhance external validity in these studies, the variables identified are reasonable, the response rates are impressive and the data analysis is sound. Among the numerous tables of data in the chapters were surprising tidbits that were not explored in the discussions, or at least not as sufficiently as the information seemed to warrant. For example, Rasha A. Abdulla and colleagues made much of the revelation that online users were as concerned with bias as other media, but they made little note of what kind of online news the users may have been talking about -indeed, little commentary about weblogs, online news games and polls or automatic RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds was present in any of the discussions. I was also curious about what impact the presence of vast archives and database abilities might have had on news knowledge among the public.
Three overview chapters do try to position the new medium historically and theoretically within the communication field. I found the collection more of a useful database establishing a foundation for future research than a book that advances any particular online theoretical paradigm. I say this even though a host of relevant and useful hypotheses are developed and confirmed or rejected from the standpoint of standard media theories, including uses and gratifications, diffusion of innovation, third-person effect, media displacement and even the 'form and coloration hypothesis'. A concluding chapter would have coaxed out the theory in here and established an overarching thesis. Each study hints at opportunities for directions in future research, but a summary would have helped to make the book a seminal work in the field. As it stands, Online News and the Public will be quoted for years to come as the framing structure of internet news content and use data (although one supposes that all of these studies will need to be updated five and 10 years' hence).
From here, we move to a less optimistic take on the internet's democratic potential in our society: The Interplay of Influence: News, Advertising, Politics and the Internet by Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Karlyn Kohrs Campbell. The sixth edition of the Interplay of Influence barely resembles its original self. Authors Jamieson and Campbell pose an argument that all journalism and advertising messages interact with each other to influence society's culture, politics, economics and everyday life. The filling of media vessels on the part of reporters, editors, online writers, politicians and corporate owners are persuasive acts. Such a perspective is even more relevant today than when the first edition came out more than 20 years ago. A political economic philosophy informs many of their points, as the authors establish that all content is tied to money or power.
The new edition contains several new chapters, including one that explores the role of the internet in the 2004 presidential election and a chapter about interactive abilities of the internet to influence politics, society and audiences. Jamieson and Campbell contend that the internet has become another dimension in the overall political and economic system of America. The authors warn that time and space can be purchased and manipulated by this new technology. This is not a new argument (see for example, Golding, 2000; Resnick, 1998) , but the application of their rhetorical lens in examining the new medium brings insight about the new media interplay with traditional information communication.
Other major themes include media use of symbolism and construction of reality, story structure, narrative elements of information and the continuous reinforcement of the status quo by media companies. Jamieson and Campbell contend that audiences cooperate in these powerful, mediated acts of influence. The book contains a wide range of evidence, such as the paragraph-byparagraph analysis of a news story in a Chapter 2 discussion to show how narrative structure can distort the news. The book is set up as a textbook for mid-level college media students. Each chapter concludes with a list of selected reading, consisting of major works in each area; each section (news, advertising and the internet) offers a checklist of media literacy questions that surround sourcing and influence. These questions are interesting to ask, relevant to the discussion and important to any understanding of today's media content. However, on their own, they are largely unanswerable for the average media student without significant sampling, surveying and experimenting. While some passages are very elementary -such as the discussion about what are media and New Media & Society 8 (5) what is news -other parts of the book are advanced and a bit esoteric for a textbook, although they do make a scholarly splash.
One wishes for a more thorough discussion of the actual interplay between media and politics and societal influence (which gets just one page) in lieu of the entire chapter, 'Political versus Product Campaigns'. Such a discussion distinguishing between politics and advertising (the different rules, missions, etc.) might have been essential in the 1980s, but might not be particularly informative for today's media-savvy students. However, this last point also highlights what is so good about this book: the theme of citizen empowerment. As Jamieson and Campbell see it, 'this brief consumer's guide to influencing the mass media describes how otherwise powerless individuals or groups can exploit the complex relationships among government, industry and audience to influence advertising and news coverage' (p. 279). However, one wonders whether individuals without a means to a computer are really so powerless. Such a statement essentially describes news consumers as mindless drones with no power to interpret or control their mediated existence. Yet it is with books such as The Interplay of Influence that media students will learn how to assert their individualism from within the masses. (This point is related to a central discussion in the next book to be reviewed, Bruns' Gatewatching, who uses the catch phrase 'produsers' in place of 'audience members'). Media literacy is about more than parallel action or interaction as technology allows. In a world where every knowledge source is mediated, such an exploration of the rhetorical interplay is a much-needed addition to the scholarship on influence between cyberspace and society.
In the third book under consideration here, Gatewatching, Axel Bruns compiles much of the online literature that exists in the field and adds a comprehensive examination of online news sites. He creates a taxonomy of news sites using the existing models found in cyberspace. His sample includes Slashdot, Indymedia, Wikipedia, Mediachannel, Plastic, Kuro5hin, as well as the metablogs Technocrati, Blogdex and Daypop. He examines the meaning of Berners-Lee's The Semantic Web and what it could mean for news. His thesis suggests that journalists need to reinvent themselves to take advantage of internet technology, which has already shown a potential for the multiperspectival, open-source news so desired by democratic and journalism scholars. Such a publishing model would mean an essential role change for media audiences, who can become individually empowered users now, writes Bruns. Bruns calls these news consumers 'produsers', for they now have the power to take part in news production.
The book's major contribution to the field will be the coining of the term 'gatewatching', which he contrasts with journalism's traditional 'gatekeeping'. Should scholars care that he failed to examine the gatekeeping literature such as White (1950) or Shoemaker, who updated the model in 1991? I remain unsure. After all, Bruns is looking forward into our cyberfuture, not back to the past of traditional journalism; this is a major point of the book. In open-source news models, users are encouraged to manipulate the actual content on the page. Such interactive potential means the old linear model of communication (sender-message-receiver) must be tweaked. Bruns provides several new online publishing models according to each case study. For example, in a group blog, input of information is a collaborative process that produces a gatewatching form of output; response ability in this new model is depicted as circular (see p. 204).
Bruns threads the entire work through Gans's (1979) yearning for a multiperspectival journalism and in so doing, suggests that old-world standards such as objectivity will find no home in web news. Such a suggestion is contrary to what most press theorists would argue needs to happen (see Jamieson and Waldman, 2003; Rosenstiel, 1999, 2001 ) but Bruns is not shy in attacking what he considers to be the antiquated attitudes represented in Kovach and Rosenstiel's Warp Speed (1999) and Elements of Journalism (2001) . Instead, journalists will become monitors of the information portal that is the web, providing enough news to serve only as a launching pad from which people can jump with new information.
Missing from what is otherwise a comprehensive taxonomy are several iconic news sites and blogs, such as the Korean Ohmynews. For example, he speaks in-depth of Wikipedia, the online, open-source encyclopedia, but does not mention Wikipedia News. He also fails to discuss in any detail what some online watchers fear will be the primary news siphon: Yahoo, Comcast and Google, among others. He prefers to concentrate on established news operations and metablog sites. Finally, he mentions only briefly journalists' reactions to all of this. It should be noted that journalists have taken the offensive, offering everything from personal journalism blogs to expansive multimedia features to online polls. Nevertheless, Bruns makes a good point that, even with media company forums and blogs online, the product still represents a commercial enterprise model of journalism as a linear progression of news; in other words, audience members are still audience members even when they are contributing to a forum. In contrast, Bruns' vision for 'gatewatching' is actually much broader than this, for both journalist and audience roles are perverted in the new realm of cyberspace. Bruns is not suggesting that there is no place for the trained journalist, but he is arguing that the field needs to expand and consider these amateur journalists to be journalists in their own right. Bruns proposes a new direction for the field of journalism by highlighting the benefits of opensource news sites within which audience members can play a part in news creation. The book fills a gap that existed regarding the implications for such independent news sites.
All the books contribute significantly to the blossoming field of online research in the area of news and what it means for the public, but they represent different perspectives about the potential of the web. For example, New Media & Society 8(5) they all take up the subject of internet publisher Matt Drudge, considered by many to be the first online news blogger. Drudge broke the Monica Lewinsky scandal using unsubstantiated reports and has continued to produce 'news' that influences the direction of media coverage, despite his disdain for traditional journalism standards. Jamieson and Campbell in The Interplay of Influence use Drudge as an example of the burgeoning 24-hour news cycle that has resulted in irresponsible non-professionals claiming to be journalists and publishing rampant inaccuracies. In this account, Drudge is a negative side-effect of web technology. In contrast, several writers in Online News and the Public mention Drudge as an example of how online technology has created a new venue for information about society. Drudge, argues Salwen (2005) , has become a social force in his own right. Finally, in Gatewatching, Drudge is a 'dedicated writer' (p. 224) who is taking part in the destruction of traditional news gatekeeping and the establishment of new forms of journalism.
All the books consider age-old communication theories -from gatekeeping, diffusion of innovation, uses and gratifications, media substitution to communication rhetoric -to explore the online news phenomenon. They are attempting to understand this new convergence of technologies from within a traditional framework. Only Bruns' Gatewatching really stretches into new theoretical territory in trying to understand the actual changes that online technology is forcing in our world of research. For example, although the researchers in Online News and the Public lament the failure of current business and content models, few suggest any alternatives. Perhaps it is time for scholars to 'think outside the box', both theoretically and empirically. Nevertheless, together these books provide a baseline from which online scholars can dive into new realms of theory and research.
